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Unit ( 10 ) 

VOCABULARY 

 

A) Choose the right answer from a , b , c or d : 

1. My father keeps cows and horses on our  ………………………………  in Al Wafra .  

    a) farm          b) baths         c) forest                  d) destination 

2. The  ………………………………  decided to put criminals in prison . 

    a) citizen  b) judge    c) refugee               d) composer 

3. I'll travel with my family to AUE to ………………………  a week in Dubai . 

    a) spend           b) contribute        c) interview               d) lay 

4. Arab countries try to find  ……………………….. solutions for their problems. 

    a) lazy   b) electric   c) peaceful               d) cultural 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

( lay – research – award – electric – refugees ) 

1. Our teacher asked us to do a …………………………  about the history of Kuwait . 

2. In Gaza, there are a lot of homeless ……………………..  . All Arab nations must help 

them . 

3.  I bought this …………………………..  guitar at Eureka company. What do you think of 

it ? 

4. I am very hungry. Would you please  …………………………  the table for dinner?  

 

C) Match these words with their definitions : 

1. ambition           (        ) To make a plan for something .                                    

  2. design                       ( ) To give money, help or ideas . 

3. contribute    ( ) Not involving war . 

     ( ) A strong desire to achieve something . 

 

STRUCTURE 

A) Choose the right answer from a , b ,c or d : 

1. You ……………………… do sports in order to keep fit  and strong. 

  a) should  b) shouldn't           c) mustn't             d) won't   

2. Why ……………………….. you join a conversation course to improve your spoken 

English ?  

   a) mustn't           b) don't                  c) doesn't            d) shouldn't 

3.I ………………………  study well because I had exams last month . 

   a) had   b) didn't have to     c) had to             d) didn't have 

4. My father …………………………  born in 1950 . 

    a) were  b) was               c) had                d) did 
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B) Do as shown between brackets : 

1. What ( do – did – does ) Einstein do in 1940 ?            ( Choose ) 

2. Are you good at ( invent ) things ?     ( Correct ) 

………………………….……………………………………………………………. . 

3. You should watch T.V all day.               ( Make negative ) 

  …………………………………………………………………………….………. . 

4. I usually spend two hours surfing the net.           ( Ask a question )  

  …………………………………………………………………………….………. . 

 

LANGUAGE FUNCTION 

 

A) Match the utterances with the sentences : 

1. You are unfit.     ( ) – Be careful ! It may hurt you. 

2. I'd like to be a scientist .   ( ) – She is very friendly.  

3. You shouldn't play with a knife .  ( ) – I'm sorry for doing that . 

4. Zahra likes being with people.  ( ) – You must study hard . 

       ( ) – Why don't you do exercises ? 

 

B) What would you say or do in the following situations ? 

1. Mona doesn't help her mother at home. 

……………………………………………………………………… . 

2. Your friend says that Ahmed Zuwail is a great scientist. 

……………………………………………………………………… . 

 

SET BOOK 

 

 Answer the following questions : 

1. How do you spend your free time ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What does a composer do ? 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Where was Ahmed Zuwail born? 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Where was Albert Einstein born ? 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Who was Shirin Ebadi ? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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COMPOSITION 

 

        Write a short paragraph (6-8 sentences) about " Ahmed Zuwail". 

 

You can use the following guide words to help you: 

 

{scientist, born, Egypt , 1946 , first, degree , University, Alexandria, won,  Nobel 

Prize , Chemistry , books  }  

                                                                  

 

"Ahmed Zuwail" 
 

........................................................................................................................................... 

 

………………………………………………………………………..………................ 

 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 

………………………………………………………………………………................ 

 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………............... 

 

......................................................................................................................................... 

 

……………………………………………………………………..…………................ 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Unit ( 11 ) 

VOCABULARY 

 

A) Choose the right answer from a , b, c or d : 

1. Be careful while driving your car in this road because there is a 

……………………………  hill .  

   a) brilliant  b) steep      c) renewable          d) electric 

2. Are you going to vote for the new ………………………………  ? 

   a) mayor           b) citizen         c) composer           d) zookeeper 

3. We should ………………………… old and unused objects. 

   a) store                      b) recycle        c) operate             d) tidy up 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

 

( tidy up – containers – aside –  non-renewable – hill ) 

1. Oil is a ………………………………  source of energy which is made of  tiny pieces of                       

very old dead animals . 

2.I am staying at home today because I have to ………………………………  my room and 

wash my clothes.  

3. I don't need that bottle. Please put it ……………………… . 

5. It is unhealthy to reuse a plastic ………………………………….. in storing food. 

 

 

C) Match these words with their definitions : 

 

1. turbine  ( ) a hard black mineral which dug out of the ground . 

2. coal ( ) to press something so hard that it breaks or is damaged . 

3. crush  ( ) to damage something . 

           (        ) an engine or motor in which the pressure of a liquid or gas  

     moves a special wheel around . 

 

                                                STRUCTURE 

   

A) Choose the right answer from a , b , c or d : 

 

1.There was a village ………………………………  the top of mountain . 

   a) on            b) to   c) in                      d) out of 

2. We are going to ………………………… our grandmother tomorrow. 

   a) visiting                   b) visit                 c) visits                d) visited  

3. People in the past had  to carry water up the hills ………………………………  the river 

below. 

   a) in            b) from   c) into                  d) at  
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4. In the next twenty years, a lot of changes …………………….. going to happen. 

   a) are                         b) is                     c) am                    d) be 

 

B) Do as shown between brackets : 

1. If you ( study ) ……………………., you will succeed.          ( Correct the Verb ). 

2. We are going to play football next week .   ( Make negative ) 

  …………………………………………………………………………….………. . 

3. I'm going to buy a boat this afternoon .   ( Ask a question )  

  …………………………………………………………………………….………. ? 

4. The weather is fine today ,  ……………………………….. ?    ( Tag question ) 

 

                                        LANGUAGE  FUNCTION 

A) Match the utterances with the sentences : 

1. I'm visiting Paris this year .           (     ) – That is wrong . 

2. Our environment is in danger .   (     ) – It is a great idea ! 

3. Oil is a renewable source of energy.      (     ) – I'm sorry for being late . 

4. How about going to the cinema ?   (     ) – We must work hard to save it . 

        (     ) – I wish you a nice time. 

 

B) What would you say or do in the following situations ? 

1. Your friend says that wind power doesn't damage the air around us. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Your brother is going to reuse plastic bags again . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

                                         SET BOOK 

B) Answer the following questions : 

1. What is a water pump used for ? 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Mention three materials that can be recycled: 

  ……………………………..     …………………………….    ……………………………. 

4. Mention some kinds of non-renewable sources of energy . 

…………………………       ………………………….  …………………………. 

5. Name some of renewable sources of energy . 

…………………………         ……………………….         ……………………….. 
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6. Where can we find coal ? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. What is coal used for ? 

  ………………………………………             ……………………………………….. 

8. What is oil made of ? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. How can solar energy be collected ? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. What are windmills used for ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Composition 

 

Write a short paragraph (6-8 sentences) about " Oil ". 

 

You can use the following guide words to help you: 

 

{non-renewable  - source –energy – liquid- dead- animals- plants- ground- make- fuel- 

Kuwait- producer } 

 

" Oil " 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Unit ( 12 ) 

A) Choose the right answer from a , b, c or d : 

 

1.The temperature will be five ………………………………  tonight . 

         a) refugees       b) degrees    c) designs         d) stores 

2. There are lots of clouds in the sky .It's  very ………………………  . I predict a heavy 

rainy . 

a) cloudy      b) sunny   c) hot                d) stormy 

3. I would like to …………………………… some pictures from the internet . 

a) predict  b) turn into  c) download        d) rise  

4. In the future, people will use ………………………… computers. 

 a) tiny          b) polar        c) renewable       d) peaceful 

 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

 

( stormy – predict – environment – obey – robots ) 

1. It's impossible to……………………. what will happen in the future . 

2. We should respect and ………………………………  our parents and teachers . 

3. It's getting dark and ………………………………….. . I think it's going to rain . 

4. There's a lot of pollution in the air. We must protect the ………………………………  . 

 

 

C) Match these words with their definitions : 

 

1. e-book   ( ) with a lot of snow . 

2. snowy  ( ) to increase in number . 

3. rise  ( ) an electronic book . 

 

                                     STRUCTURE    

A) Choose the right answer from a , b, C or d : 

 

1. Ali is tall ………………………………  Ahmed is taller . 

   a) and  b) but  c) so                     d) when 

2. Nada stayed at home yesterday ……………………… she was sick.  

    a) so  b) although  c) because            d) and 

3. The world temperature …………………………. increase six degrees in the future. 

  a) is                  b) may                   c) be                      d) should  
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4. I …………………………. go to school tomorrow because I have got exams. 

  a) will                b) do                     c) don't                  d) doesn't 

 

B) Do as shown between brackets : 

 

1. The weather was very hot . I opened the window .                  ( Join ) 

………………………….……………………………………………………………. . 

2. We studied Maths yesterday .             ( Make negative ) 

  …………………………………………………………………………….………. . 

3. You will be a policeman,  ……………………………….. ?   ( Tag question ) 

 

 

LANGUAGE  FUNCTION 

A) Match the utterances with their reactions : 

 

1. Environmental pollution is increasing.       (     )  What a good idea ! 

2. I passed all my exams.                               (     )  I'm not sure . 

3. Let's play tennis .              (     ) Congratulations . 

4. Will it rain tomorrow ?  .                       (     )  Why ? It'll be dark . 

                  (     ) That is right. I agree with you . 

 

B) What would you say or do in the following situations ? 

 

1. Today the weather is warm and sunny . 

……………………………………………………………………… . 

2. Your friend bought a new ipad. 

……………………………………………………………………… . 

                                                     SET BOOK 

 Answer the following questions : 

1. What's the weather like in the North Pole ? 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What is the weather like in Kuwait ? 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How can we overcome the environment problems ? 

  a) …………………………………………………………………………………… 
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  b) …………………………………………………………………………………..  

4. The environment will face many problems . List three of those problems :  

    a) ……………………………. 

    b) …………………………… 

    c) ……………………………   

5. How will robots help us in the future ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………. 

6. How will computers be in the future ? 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Give examples of some future predictions : 

  a) …………………………………… 

  b) ………………………………….. 

  c) ………………………………….. 

 

 

Composition 

 

Write a short paragraph (6-8 sentences) about " Life in the future".You can use 

the following guide words to help you: 

 

 

{life- easier – cars- drivers- robots- everywhere- workers- doctors-                                      e-

books- computers- tiny- operations- far away} 

 

" Life in the future " 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Comprehension 

ns:Read the following passage then answer the questio 

 

Do you know who the fastest boy in the world is? He is called                

   " Wesley Paul", a Chinese boy who lives in America. The New York Times has called him 

"the fastest boy in the world".    

was three.  heWesley was born in 1969. He started running daily with his father when 

and held thirty world  marathonsBy the time he was nine; Wesley had taken part in six 

records.  

Wesley's body was different from other boys'. He weighed only 32 kilograms. His 

lungs could take in more oxygen than most people's and make far better use of it. He used to 

begin training at 8 am. and runs for many kilometers. He did not run fast but everyday he 

tried to run further. 

Running was not the only thing that Wesley was good at. He also was a very active 

pupil. His favourite subject was science because he was planning to be either a scientist or a 

doctor when he grows up. 

 

A)   Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d :     

1. New York Times called Wesley ……………………………….. 

a) the slowest boy in his family.                         b) the most intelligent boy in his class. 

c) the fastest boy in the world.                            d) the tallest boy in the world. 

2. The underlined word "marathon" means ………………………… 

a) running race                                                    b) swimming race 

c) chariot race.                                                    d) car race  

3. The best title for the passage is…………………………………….. 

a)A famous athlete                                              b) A good pupil 

c)  The Marathon                                                 d) Science 

" refers  to ………………………….                     heThe underlined word "4.  

a) Wesly                                                               b) His father                                          

c) A scientist                                                        d) Chinese boys 

(√) or (x) :     A) Mark  

4. Wesley took part in six marathons.     ( ) 

5. Wesley's body was as the same as the other boys'.   ( ) 

6. Wesley was born in 1959.      ( ) 

 

c) Answer the following questions:    (3x2= 6 M) 

7. Where did Wesley live? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 
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8. How was Wesley's body different from other boys ?  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

9. What was Wesley's favourite subject? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

Comprehension 

Read the following passage , then answer the questions below : 

Rashid did well in his first term exam and his father was very pleased with him. So , 

his father bought him a computer . 

Rahsid found his computer a wonderful machine . It has helped him a lot with his 

English lessons . Today he speaks English better than any other pupil in his class . As for 

Geography , he has just put a disc into his computer and the world is at his hands . He has 

learnt that Kuwait is the hottest country in the Gulf in summer . Whenever he has a problem 

with his maths homework , his computer is always ready to solve the problem without any 

mistakes . At weekends , Rashid prefers to sit at his desk and play chess with his computer. 

Isn't it really a fantastic machine ?! 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The best title for the passage is ……………………………  .  

  a) Rashid's computer             b) Rashid                          c) Machines           d) Chess   

2. At weekends , Rashid prefers to ………………………. . 

  a)  go out with his friends       b) play computer games    c) lie in bed            d) play tennis 

3. The underlined word "wonderful " means ………………………………… 

  a)  fantastic                  b) very sad                       c) very bad                 d) happy  

4. The underlined word " It " refers to ………………………………….. 

a) computer                              b) exam                              c) English             d) Kuwait 

B) Answer the following questions :      

5. Why did Rashid's father  buy him a computer ? 

.......................................................................... . 

6. What did Rashid learn about Kuwait from his computer ? 

.......................................................................... . 

7. How could Rashid make his English better ? 

.......................................................................... . 

C) Tick true (      ) or false ( X ) :    

8. Rashid has become better at English .   ( ) 
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9. A computer can teach Geography .    ( ) 

10. Kuwait is not a very hot country in summer .  ( ) 

 

 

 

                                                        Spelling 

 following sentences:                                                                          A-Correct the 

underlined mistakes in the  

.kompozer brilyant1.Beethoven was a  

a)…………………..                                    b)……………………… 

tomorrow. sunir will be that the weathe predikt2. Scientists  

a)…………………..                                    b)………………………. 

.polushionmay increase  reakshions3.Different chemical  

a)…………………..                                    b)……………………… 

 

B-Combine the following words:   

      1.renew    +   able      = ………………………….  

     2.peace      +  ful         =  …………………………. 

     3.react       +  tion      =  …………………………. 

     4.cloud      +  y           =………………………….. 


